


“Christ is the Lord of a history that

moves. He not only holds the

beginning and the end in his hands,

but he is in history with us, walking

ahead of us to where we are going.”

 

Thomas Merton

“Beware of harkening back to what

you once were, when God wants you

to be something that you have never

been.”

 

Oswald Chambers, My Utmost for His Highest
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The Archbishops have presented us with three guiding

words about the church of the future – a simpler,

humbler and bolder church. 

Be less about buildings and institutional structures and

more about relationships. 

Being the church will become more important than going to

church. Gathering with those in your spiritual community will

continue to be an important spiritual practice, but not

necessarily perceived as the most important thing. The next

chapter of church life will be much more incarnational and

much less institutional.  Measures of the life and

effectiveness of churches will need to move beyond

attendance at a service or a monthly prayer meeting and

will relate more to the life of faith, contribution to

community renewal, relationships and spiritual growth that

they are producing.
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In light of some of the things that we have begun to notice during

lockdown here are ten suggestions of what this might mean in

practice.
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A hybrid model of participation will emerge

What do we do online? 

What do we do in person? 

What adaptation will this require? 

Both in-person and virtual gatherings are here to stay.

Worship services, small groups gatherings and committee

meetings will offer in-person and virtual options for

participation. 

Many churches will have online members from different

communities who connect with worship and mission

virtually. While some will leave, it does not change the fact

that the church has always gathered because the church is

inherently communal.  Which is why there will always be an

organized church of some form. So while our gatherings

might shift and look different than they do today, Christians

will always gather together to do more than we ever could

on our own. 

The key questions will be:
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Churches will be more community oriented.

Inward-focused churches that exist primarily for the benefit

and use of their members will diminish. Outward-focused

churches that embrace their communities will be more likely

to flourish. Holistic mission will mark every congregation.

This will not be an optional extra and will become core

business.
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The ‘clergy / lay’ divide will disappear.

God will continue to call people to ordained ministry. But the

role of full time stipendiary Priests and staff members will

increasingly become more of overseeing and supporting

people in their ministry as opposed to delivering a

programme or service.  

Ministers will take the model of a coaching/discipling role of

being “encouragers and equippers” of the congregation for

their work of ministry. Lay people will lead and plant

congregations, oversee ministries and be focal ministers in

their communities. 

This model will require a different approach to ministry and

new skills for the priest and full time minister. They need to

be willing to adapt and grow.
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Gospel confidence will grow and become less defensive

and welcome dialogue.

As we slowly emerge from coronavirus concerns, people will

be even more hungry for good news. But evangelism will

need to adapt from any sense of packages offering

salvation, to Jesus-centred conversations about deliverance,

healing, forgiveness and life transformation. Healthy post-

pandemic churches will welcome honest enquiry and

dialogue and enquirers courses will be vital but they will

also have to adapt.  It will be important for churches to live

out foundational convictions. Becoming a Christian will not

be about adding Jesus as another option to your life, people

will be called to a complete re-orientation of following Jesus

and holistically adopting the Jesus way of life. And it won’t

be central programmes which will achieve all of this it will

be disciples making disciples in their every-day lives.
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The post-COVID church will focus more on spiritual life

than organisational strength.

Faith in institutional religion has been dealt a final blow. The

only church with a future will be one that enables people to

draw close to Jesus and receive his grace. This will happen

in many different forms and through every different

tradition, but it will have to offer life. Thinking about what is

spiritually dynamic in small-group communities, large-group

gatherings and personally online will be vital.  Prayer has

marked the lockdown period and it will mark the church as it

moves forward. How people engage in this spiritual renewal

will be personal and corporate and the church will need to

teach and provide online resources to serve the spiritual

renewal people are seeking.
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Consumer Christianity will begin to decline and whole-

life discipleship will emerge.

Consumer Christianity asks ‘What can I get from God?’. It

asks ‘What’s in it for me?’ That leads us to evaluate our

church, our faith, our experience and each other according

to our preferences.  The pandemic has shown the flaws of

consumerism and the need to care and connect and share.

The values of the Kingdom and this pandemic gives an

opportunity for the church to maximise the positives and

invite people to serve and make their contribution. But be

careful because people will not be motivated by the rotas of

the old church, maintaining a building or doing the flowers.

They will respond to the call to serve people – one another

and to see God use them to bless and renew their

communities.
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Simplicity of faith and discipleship which complements

and enriches people’s lives rather than competes with it

will emerge.

The monastic-like rhythms of life, mission and spirituality

which is embedded into the fabric of life is what people

crave.In the past church burned people out keeping the

show on the road. Some churches offer so many programs

that all of their members’ time is taken up within the life of

the church. This will be a time to simplify. The church at its

best has always equipped people to live out their faith in the

world.  Churches that focus their energies on the few things

the church can uniquely do best will emerge as the most

effective churches moving forward. Simplified churches will

complement people’s witness, not compete with people’s

witness.
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Online church will become the new front door to church

life.

Online church has the potential to become a massive front

door for the curious, the unconvinced and for those who

want to know what Christianity is all about. In the same way

you purchase almost nothing without reading online reviews

or rarely visit a restaurant without checking it out online first,

a church’s online presence will be a first home for people

which for many, will lead to a personal connection with

Christ and ultimately the gathered church. 

Just like people would come and sit in the back row of

church and then leave before the end of the service, so

online church gives a safe entry point into church life.

Online church has the potential to become a massive front

door for the curious and the unconvinced. Learning how to

connect through social media will be vital. 
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The church will need to learn to enable online interaction

with seekers, e.g. can you use the online assistant function

on websites so that when someone visits your website they

can interact with a member of staff? Can you offer buttons

for people to click on in order to get a free ‘Try Praying’

resource and through this gain their contact details and

begin to interact.

The church of tomorrow will be both big and small.

While many might think the large, centralised gatherings

and church services are dead, they’re not. People will still

find them life giving but they won’t be the whole of church

life and the interplay between large celebration, small

group, personal discipleship and online resources will be a

key decision for each church.

We will likely see large churches get larger and more

significant as resource centres who support smaller churches

– the Tesco Extra / Tesco local model.  At the same time,

smaller, more intimate communities will be established as

millennials and others seek tighter connections and groups.  

Some of those gatherings might be as simple as at a coffee

shop or even home venues under a simple structure. The

future church will become bigger and smaller at the same

time.

Surprising partnerships will be formed. As local churches will

become more collaborative and less competitive, many

churches will discover they do not need to “go at it alone.”

Formal and informal partnerships between churches may

evolve as networks between groups of churches that will

share ideas, resources, assignments and in some cases even

staff members or campus space.
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